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imagine the 
possibilities

FREE YOUR FURNITURE
Set furniture free with the easy integration of 
our patented QIKPAC battery, or click into the 
QIKPAC CARRY system for on-the-go charging. 
With the addition of our high power USB module, 
TUF HP, with 60W USB-C charging you’ll never 
need to carry a bulky laptop charger again.

THE CHOICE IS YOURS
ANIMATE has been intuitively designed to 
integrate with the full range of OE desktop 
power units - allowing you to create entire DC 
power systems, built to run on stored energy and 
providing limitless possibilities in agile working 
environments. 

Speak to us about a tailor-made solution, or 
dream up your own from our vast selection of 
QIKFIT modules & more.

get 
started:
INTRODUCING ANIMATE
IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES 01
QIKPAC: THE ENABLER 03
CAPACITY GUIDE 04
CHARGING 08

-----

MOBILITY
BRING YOUR FURNITURE TO LIFE 10-35

AGILITY
UNLOCK AN AGILE WORK SPACE 34-45

FREEDOM
CHARGE ANYWHERE 46-55

-----

ABOUT OE
WHAT WE STAND FOR 56

FREEDOM TO MOVE
ANIMATE from OE is a complete electrical system that uses click & connect modules & patented battery 
technology to provide complete freedom from fi xed wall sockets & trailing power cables. 

Inspired by the need to power our devices anywhere, in every possible space, ANIMATE provides a truly 
agile & dynamic working environment - with the additional safety of DC power.

V6 E&OE
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POWERING THE FUTURE
OE’s QIKPAC battery is the center of all things 
ANIMATE. Utilising premium lithium-ion cells, a 
single QIKPAC sports 240Wh - enough to power an 
individual all day, or a small team for a few hours.

Multiple QIKPACs can be connected in series to 
suit any size team or capacity requirement. Create 
a chain of DC power that can be incorporated 
into almost any scenario to enable entire mobile 
power delivery systems.  Together with a host of 
accessories and a vast off ering of OE power units, 
the possibilites are endless. 

ENABLING A NEW ERA 
QIKPAC heralds in a new era of power provision 
within offi  ce and educational environments.  With 
this newfound freedom, the workspace or venue 
becomes a fl exible, easily confi gurable scene, 
perfect for our new agile ways of working.

QIKPAC:
the enabler

learn more >>>

DID YOU KNOW?QIKPAC has beenprogrammed to charge only between the ideal range of 10%-90%, to increase it’s lifespan.
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fl exible power for 
every scenario

NOTE: this chart is to provide general 
guidance only. Charging requirements 
will vary, depending on level of usage 
and demand between users. Remember, 
this system is designed to be adaptable, 
meaning you can add & remove QIKPACs 
to meet your exact needs!

ADAPTABLE & EXPANDABLE
QIKPAC has been intuitively designed to 
be used as a single-source powerbank, or 
connected together to increase overall 
capacity. When choosing your animate 
system, the only questions you need to ask 
are: 

WHO AM I POWERING 
AND FOR HOW LONG?
For example, an average person can utilise a  
single QIKPAC for an entire day of charging 
power - maybe even more! But, what if 
you’d rather have even more freedom 
between charging times? The more QIKPACs 
in the system, the higher the capacity to 
charge the user(s) over longer periods of 
time. This time decreases as more users rely 
on the same source.

# of QIKPACs

# of users

# days between charges
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how to charge 
QIKPAC batteries

QIKPAC REMOVAL TOOL 
For QIKPACs integrated into furniture, the 
handy QIKPAC REMOVAL TOOL makes 
light work of “ejecting” the batteries. Once 
removed from the furniture, the QIKPAC can 
be charged using the QIKPAC CHARGER BASE. 

In instances where removing the batteries may 
not be suitable, the IEC or GST entry options 
can be built into the furniture. This way, a 
simple IEC or GST cable (sold by OE) can be 
used to plug the furniture directly into a power 
outlet to recharge.

QF30 PSU 
(Power Supply Unit) 
Charge up to 4 
QIKPAC batteries 
from one QF30 PSU

QIKPAC CHARGER BASE
When the QIKPAC batteries are 
depleted, they can be recharged 
with the QIKPAC CHARGER BASE. 
This user-friendly charger base is 
designed to charge three QIKPAC 
BATTERY (or QIKPAC CARRY) units 
at one time. And multiple charger 
bases can be connected together 
and powered from a single plug. 

UNPLUG AND PLAY
Integrating an IEC or GST entry 
into your ANIMATE solution allows 
QIKPACs to be charged whilst 
fi xed inside the furniture.

Charge or run your OE ANIMATE 
install using an C13 IEC or GST 
18i3 cable. Simply plug into a wall 
socket while charging and unplug 
to unlock freedom furniture. 

IEC GST

DID YOU KNOW?Furniture OEMs can use the QIKPAC CHARGING SHOE to design their own charging carts of up to 24 battery units. 
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part 1:
mobility
part 1:
mobility
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mobility

QIKPAC BATTERY
QIKPAC can be installed as a single unit as 
illustrated here, but can also be connected 
in series to suit any size team or capacity 
requirement. Providing fl exibility in charging 
times & full customisation to meet the needs of 
the environment.

QIKPAC batteries can be fi tted directly into steel, aluminium 
or plastic surfaces. With the simple addition of QIKFRAME or 
QIKFRAME STEEL, the QIKPAC can also be easily integrated into 
soft furnishings, unlocking mobile power & providing freedom 
from the old fashioned tether of a power cables & fi xed wall 
sockets. 

Below is an example of a single QIKPAC, QIKFRAME & TUF-R®/
HP USB module confi guration - just one of hundreds of ways our 
patented technology can be implemented into your furniture:

QIKFIT TUF-R®/HP
This high-power USB charging unit is an ideal 
addition to a small, single seat or stool. 
Providing useful high-power laptop charging in 
lounges & break-out areas.

QIKFRAME
With the simple addition of QIKFRAME or 
QIKFRAME STEEL, can be integrated into soft 
furnishings. You can even choose to have 
multiple frames & batteries, for a higher 
capacity power source or just for additional 
convenience of access.

mobility

bring your 
furniture to life

DESIGN AN ENTIRE SYSTEM
QIKPAC can be combined with a vast range 
of OE desktop power units, allowing you to 
create entire DC power systems that run on 
stored energy.

Capacity can easily be increased by 
linking multiple QIKPAC units, allowing more 
time between charges for high current 
applications such as mobile media units, 
and booths.  The modularity of QIKPAC 
and its accessories provide fl exibility in 
customisation to meet the needs of almost 
any environment imaginable.
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QIKFRAME
Allows for QIKFIT 

modules to fi t neatly 
into soft furnishings.

2

1

QIKPAC BATTERY
One or more QIKPACs 
will enable furniture to 
be completely mobile!

3

QF05 TUF-R HP 
Innovative power 
module with high 
power USB charging!

1

2

3
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POSEUR TABLE
522mm

POSEUR TABLE
1158mm

PICK & MIX
Select from a wide range of OE 

products & design a powerful solution 
all of your own. These systems can be 

integrated into furniture, or supplied as 
part of  an existing OE designed unit - 

such as our POSEUR table (left).

GST08 
Connecting cable

design your own 
solution
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1

2

3

2

4

QF30 PSU
A compact modular 

system, this enables a 
70W DC power supply.

PICCOLO DC
Innovative power 
module with high 

power USB charging!

3

QIKFIT IEC
Optional: Allows QIKPACs 
to be charged whilst 
fi xed inside the furniture.

1

QIKPAC BATTERY
One or more QIKPACs 
will enable furniture to 
be completely mobile!

4
5

5

PIP TUF
Our signature USB 
module available in a 
decorative colour bezel
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FLEXIBLE BY DESIGN
ANIMATE allows complete freedom in 
both functionality & design; allowing both 
designers & end user a variety of choice in 
wire-free power solutions.

This breakout area demonstrates 2 
completely diff erent solutions, with the 
QIKPAC battery being at the heart of 
everything. And this is just the beginning!
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QIKFRAME
Allows for QIKFIT 

modules to fi t neatly 
into soft furnishings.

2

1

QIKPAC BATTERY
One or more QIKPACs 
will enable furniture to 
be completely mobile!

3

QF05 TUF-R HP 
Innovative power 
module with high 
power USB charging!

5

QIKFIT IEC
Optional: Allows QIKPACs 
to be charged whilst 
fi xed inside the furniture.

1

2

5
4

4

QF30 PSU
A compact modular 

system, this enables a 
70W DC power supply.

3
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3

QIKFIT IEC
Optional: Allows QIKPACs 
to be charged whilst 
fi xed inside the furniture.

1

QIKPAC BATTERY
One or more QIKPACs 
will enable furniture to 
be completely mobile!

2

QF30 PSU
A compact modular 

system, this enables a 
70W DC power supply.

4

QF05 TUF-R HP 
Innovative power 
module with high 

power USB charging!

1

4

2

3
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part 2:
agility
part 2:
agility
part 2:part 2:
agility
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unlock an agile 
workplace

agility

Imagine coming into the workplace every morning with 
the ability to not only choose your desk but to move it, 
too - OE’s ANIMATE system does just that, by introducing 
QIKDOC to workstations & desks. Drop in QIKPAC CARRY
for a fast & interchangeable battery powered station 
with no fi xed location or arrangement.

With 240Wh, our powerful QIKPAC battery has enough 
juice to power your workspace for an entire day.

Mounting QIKDOC in or 
under a desk or workstation 

means that power can be 
added to the station, right 

when it is needed. For more 
fl exibility & conservation of 

energy than ever before.

fi xed vs.   free

Simply pick up a QIKPAC 
CARRY from the charging 

base & drop it straight into 
your chosen workstation via 

the QIKDOC holster for instant, 
on-demand power to your 

chosen set-up. 
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 2

4

3

1

3

PICCOLO DC
High power USB 
charging.

QIKPAC CARRY
Our signature battery in 
a handy mobile case.

QIKDOC
Locate and power 
desks or furniture from a 
designated place.

4

ARC-H LD
Sub surface wireless 
charger.

1

 2
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TROLLEY SHOWN FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY 

 1

UNLOCK AGILE
Powering a workstation has never been easier with the simple 
addition of a QIKDOC. Enable “wireless” power & unlock the 
freedom to move & change desk confi gurations, adjusting to 
meet the needs of every situation & environment. Goodbye, 
traditional offi  ce! 

DESIGN YOUR OWN WORKSTATION
QIKPAC has the ability to animate a sit-stand desk, power 
a laptop & charge a phone wirelessly - and that’s only 
one solution. What’s your ideal workstation confi guration?

HOW DOES IT WORK?

INSTANT, LOCATABLE POWER
Grab your coff ee & a QIKPAC CARRY & get set for a 
full day of fl exible power.  Each QIKPAC battery has 
enough juice to power your workstation for an entire 
day and can be easily swapped for a freshly-charged 
unit when you need it.

CHARGING BASE
Allows 3 QIKPAC or 
QIKPAC CARRY units to 
be charged with ease.
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part 3:
freedom
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NON-STOP POWER
After a long day out with your 
QIKPAC CARRY, simply drop 
your pack onto our QIKPAC 
CHARGING STATION. 

There’s enough space for 3 
packs, so you can grab a 
fresh one while you’re there!

HOW DOES IT WORK?

GRAB & GO!
QIKPAC CARRY combines 
our QIKPAC battery & high 
power USB module TUF/R®HP 
for instant 72W charging force 
- that’s enough to power a 
laptop!

All in a super portable housing, 
QIKPAC CARRY allows you to 
be completely mobile - pick up 
and move to a new location at 
your convenience. 

POWER ANYWHERE
Why not meet your client at the 
park today? Or better yet, the 
pub! With the QIKPAC CARRY 
you’ll never need to search for 
sockets again. 

With this newfound freedom, 
the workspace becomes 
anywhere you want it to be.

QIKPAC CARRY
combines OE’s QIKPAC 
battery and QF TUF-R®/

HP in a neat portable 
housing to enable 

charging anywhere.

freedom
PERSONAL BATTERY BANK
QIKPAC CARRY provides hours of charge on the go. 
The addition of a TUF-R®/HP, enables you to charge a 
laptop via USB-C while at the beach, or up a mountain!

freedom

the ultimate
power bank
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CHARGING BASE
Enable QIKPAC and 
QIKPAC CARRY to be 
charged at ease.

 4

3

QIKPAC CARRY
Charge anytime, 
anywhere.

3

3

TROLLEY SHOWN FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY 

 4

QIKPAC BATTERY
One or more QIKPACs 
will enable furniture to 
be completely mobile!

1

2

QF05 TUF-R HP 
Innovative power 
module with high 
power USB charging!

1

2
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a bit about us
BRAND PROMISE 
In design, service, quality & safety; at OE we go above & beyond to 

provide the highest level of service for our clients. 

Driven by challenge & inspired by the need for versatility & efficiency 

across every possible platform; solution through innovation is our 

passion & is at the heart of everything we do.

// SERVICE 

Above all else, our customers 
come first, & that’s why they love 
working with us.

From first contact right through 
to delivery, we are committed to 
elevating customer experience 
beyond all expectation.

// QUALITY

Compromise on quality? Never. 
Our design team are experts in 
their field & masters of minimising 
cost - but never at the expense 
of quality. 

Our customers are presented the 
very best solutions & at the right 
price, always.

// DESIGN 

Since inception & throughout 
humble beginnings, the OE 
motto has been honored in both 
philosophy & practice. 

Measured by the successes 
of our unparalleled passion in 
product design, we are always 
innovating.

// SAFETY

Safety is vital. That’s why if a unit 
is made by us, then it’s tested by 
us. 

Under OE’s 100% testing policy, 
we ensure all products are up to 
the electrical safety standards 
our customers know & expect 
from us.
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wait, 
there’s 
more!

scan to discover the entire 
ANIMATE range

OE INC.

1971 E. Beltline NE
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49525
United States

t: 1-844-927-0600

e: hello@oeelectrics.com

get in touch


